Estate

IntelliSight

Residential Living Estates

Overview
Prevention or protection, what would you pick? What if you had the option of picking both…
In today’s modern world, protection of you, your loved ones and your personal assets, has become more important
than ever. With breaches and crime caused by human elements, our job is to study these beings and create boundaries
that anticipate and pro-actively provide alerts for absolute prevention and protection.
Residential Estates are a popular urban dwelling choice for a large portion of our population, oﬀering beauty, tranquillity and a safe haven … albeit often with a false sense of safety and security. Having an electric fence and a guarding
solution is not always enough. Unfortunately, the modus operandi of many criminals is to act with the involvement of
people who work in, and have access to, gated security estates.
Nashua’s IntelliSight oﬀers 24/7, 365 monitoring of your estate perimeter, entrance and exit points. It also has the
ability to monitor the guards on-site to ensure that you are getting peace of mind and the quality service you rely on.
Our real-time technology solution enhances your current security strategy by combining intelligence and human
ingenuity to create a comprehensive surveillance platform that prevents, protects and provides you with the right
data, at any given time.
Nashua IntelliSight keeps you and your family safe – day and night.

How does this technology work for your Estate?
IntelliSight is able to monitor your surveillance system 24/7 365. Our solution takes the guess work out of securing
your estate. Perimeter monitoring is key to ensure you are protected and keeping undesired elements oﬀ your
property and preventing breaches before they happen. Monitoring of entrance and exit points and other areas of
interest are easily achieved with Intellisight. Alerts are real-time and are communicated immediately to the appropriate individuals as deﬁned by you e.g. Security Response Company or the Estate Manager. We see everything.
Nashua’s IntelliSight is a real-time solution that enhances your current security strategy by combining intelligence
and human ingenuity to create a comprehensive surveillance platform that prevents, protects and provides you with
the right data, at any given time.

What are the beneﬁts of this solution?
24/7, 365 Remote Monitoring

Who would beneﬁt from this solution?
Residential Living Estates

Enhanced Security Strategy with Proactive monitoring
Perimeter Protection

Complexes

Entry and Exit Monitoring
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) * optional

Country Villages

IntelliSight

